
Having a wide range of customers means 
that Aligned Energy has to be flexible 
enough to deal with constantly changing load 
demands. Not only do daily load demands 
vary significantly from client to client, load 
densities for a particular rack or pod can 
evolve over time. “Customers will start with 
one generation of equipment [and use] 
7kw per rack. But over a period of three to 
five years, they replace the servers, and 
the servers are suddenly 22kw,” explained 
Rajendran Avadaiappan, former CIO of 
Aligned Energy and current CEO of Energy 
Metrics, during his presentation at PI World 
2018 in San Francisco. “As densities change 
and loads change, the cooling and power 
requirements change. We need to be able to 
flexibly change those parameters.”

BEYOND THE BASICS
Making sure cooling and power systems 
are adaptive and responsive to evolving 
load demands is pretty basic stuff for most 
data centers. But Aligned Energy was not 
content to simply provide the basics. “You 
monitor the back of the house, the chiller 
plants, generators. Here with Aligned Energy 
we very quickly learned that the focus was 
how do we take this data and turn it into 
continued customer engagement,” said 
Gregor Vilkner, the VP of Products at  
Energy Metrics. 

Aligned Energy wanted to be able to support 
variable load demands, but do so while being 
completely transparent with their customers 
about power usage and related billing. 

MAKING DATA CENTER BILLING MORE FLEXIBLE 
AND TRANSPARENT WITH THE PI SYSTEMTM. 

As a data center co-location provider, Aligned Energy offers data resources to a broad range of clients. 
Customers using their data centers vary in size from single retail enterprises, who only need one rack or server, 
to hyper-scale customers who may need several racks and up to 8-megawatts of capacity. This wide range of 
capacity demands makes for a complicated power usage monitoring and billing situation. Aligned Energy has 
long used the PI System for traditional applications such as monitoring the power distribution and cooling in their 
data centers. But when they began looking for a way to make their power usage monitoring and billing systems 
more transparent and tailored to their customers' varied needs, they turned to Energy Metrics, a former subsidiary 
of Aligned Energy, for help. Energy Metrics devised a strategy to help Aligned Energy reach their transparency 
and flexibility goals by using Aligned Energy's existing PI System data in new ways.
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CHALLENGE: 
Leverage more value from 
available real-time data to 
create greater flexibility and 
visibility regarding customer 
energy usage and billing. 

BENEFIT: 
Customers are able to 
monitor their own energy 
usage and unused capacity. 

SOLUTION: 
Use Asset Framework to 
model complex relationships 
between data center assets  
to create customer portals.
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Energy Metrics helped Aligned Energy 
monitor power usage for different customers 
by creating what they call “charge points” 
at different levels in the power distribution 
system. For example, for smaller customers 
with smaller load demands who share 
power distribution units (PDUs) with other 
customers, Aligned Energy can monitor 
usage and create charge points at the 
Busway level. Monitoring the power usage 
for customers who require dedicated PDUs, 
on the other hand, can be done at the PDU 
output level. OSIsoft’s Asset Framework (AF) 
helps Energy Metrics model the complex 
contextual relationships between data center 
assets needed for this kind of monitoring. 
“You have a customer renting a room at a 
site …The pods fit in a room, the racks are 
inside a pod. But then the site has a bunch 
of PDUs, which aren't necessarily associated 
with the rooms at all… This is a pretty 
complex data structure,” Vilkner explained. 
“Personally what I love about AF is how it 
enables us to model [these] complex data 
structures,” he said.

BILLING TRANSPARENCY
On top of power usage monitoring, Aligned 
Energy wanted to be transparent with their 

customers about usage and billing. To help 
Aligned Energy accomplish this, Energy 
Metrics used web applications built on top 
of the PI System with Asset Framework 
to create customer portals, which provide 
dashboards that include capacity planning 
and utilization information.  The portals 
act as a single source of truth and help 
customers easily see how much of their PDU 
capacity they are using, how much power 
they are consuming, or what their billing 
structure is. “We can create web applications 
that are completely riding on top of AF. You 
structure AF the right way, these web pages 
will come out just fine,” Vilkner said.   

In the future, Energy Metrics hopes to 
use Asset Framework Transformer to 
help partners like Aligned Energy create 
dedicated customer data feeds. “There 
is a need for customers to be able to tap 
into our data,” Vilkner said. “We wanted 
to give programmatic access to it, not just 
dump or send reports.” To accomplish this, 
Energy Metrics plans to create mini Asset 
Framework models based on “mothership” 
models and provide dedicated PI Web API 
access for customers just to their mini Asset 
Framework models. 
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PI System Components:

PI ServerTM

• Data Archive
• Asset Framework
• Event Frames
• Asset Analytics

PI NotificationsTM

PI VisionTM
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VP of Products,  
Energy Metrics

Customer portals built  
on Asset Framework
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For more information Aligned Energy and the PI System, watch the full 
presentation here.


